
doing nothing, has wasted time enough. The
status quo is a disaster and TobReg’s ideas
need to be taken as priorities together with
Kozlowski’s. We need to get busy changing
the world. TobReg’s ideas should affect the
next generation of smokers whereas
Kozlinski’s are aimed at the current one.

As a final, but not incidental, comment,
Kozlowski’s talk of smokeless tobacco refers
to compounds high and low in nitrosamines,
to which TobReg’s principles will have to
apply if tobacco control is to ‘‘promote’’
smokeless tobacco. Regulators will need
great political heart-starting to condone
more efficient (and addictive) NRT. The
industry communication steamrollers are
already rolling, establishing their non-cigar-
ette products as bridging devices (for ‘‘when
you can’t smoke...’’). This is likely to lead to
as many aborted quitting attempts as any
conception that a low nitrosamine cigarette
is less dangerous (I can never bring myself to
use the word ‘‘safer’’ in this context) than

one that is rich in carcinogenic but remo-
vable nitrosamines.
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